Brauer [l, Research Problems] suggested the following problem. Let {On} denote a sequence of real numbers contained in the interval [0, 2w] and dense in a subinterval of length 7r/2. If £ is a given subset of the set of natural numbers, does there exist a series of the form 00 (1) 2 cn exp(ikan) n=l which converges when the natural number k is in E and diverges when the natural number k is not in E? In this note we prove the following, which contains, among other things, a partial answer to Brauer's question. In order to prove this theorem, we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma. Let M be any set of integers. Then there exists a sequence {\"} of real numbers tending to infinity, and a series 00 (2) YI cn exr>(ik\n) n=l that diverges for each integer k in M and converges for each integer not in M, and which has uniformly bounded partial sums; {X"} does not depend on M.
We first consider the case where M = }o}. Let Then the series ^ZP.q2~qGp.qik) constitutes an exponential series of type (2) with the desired properties.
Lemma. If M(n) is a given set of integers in J(n), then there exists a sequence of numbers {fin} in [0, ji] and a series ^Zn= i°n expiik |3") which diverges when k is in M(n) and converges when k is J(r>) -M(n); the sequence {/3"} is independent of Min). The series has uniformly bounded partial sums.
Let {Hp} be any sequence of positive integers that tends to infinity. Let {hp} be a sequence of positive integers such that ^(logfep)_1 converges and the sequence {Hp/(log hp)} tends to zero. Let {rap,g} be a sequence of positive numbers such that to converge (though not uniformly). With this choice of exponents, which are in the given set {an}, we have constructed a series of the form (1) with the desired properties. We note that the series that we have constructed no longer has uniformly bounded partial sums.
Finally we should note that our result cannot be improved very much. If the exponents {an} which we are permitted to use lie in an interval [0, tj], tj <ir/2, the behavior of the series (1) at some number k0 rules the behavior at adjacent numbers in that divergence of the series at k0 forces divergence for k0^k <k0+ [tt/2tj].
